Yarina
Ecolodge

Activities (4days / 3 nights)

Day

Activities

Activities
Meals

1

Coca-Sapococha Lagoon and Socali Path: Departure from Quito to Coca on
a 30 minute flight. After landing, you will embark a motor boat to start a ride
along Manduro river until Sapococha Lagoon. Arrive to the lodge and lunch.
In the early afternoon, visit the Socali path characterized for a variety of
different jungle ecosystems, and then the Sapococha lagoon to view the
wonderful flora and fauna. Return to the lodge for dinner and rest.
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Capibara path: Early in the morning and after breakfast, you will visit the
Capibara path, which is an adventure trail with many swamps. You will see
various species of palm trees native to this ecosystem. Return to the
lodge to take lunch. Late in the afternoon, the local guides will teach you
how to use the blowpipe. After this activity you will take a small canoe to
learn piranha fishing. Dinner and rest.
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3

4

Dos Ramas Trail and Toucan trail: After breakfast you will take a canoe to
navigate up river until the trail “Dos Ramas”. Here you can do a short trek to
learn about medicinal plants and various species of fauna that can be found
there. Return to the lodge and lunch. In the early afternoon you will take the
Toucan Trail to one of the tallest birdwatching towers of the Ecuadorian
jungle, where you have the opportunity to see various species of birds in the
forest canopy. Return to the lodge to have dinner and rest.

Early check-out, and motorized canoe back to Coca city.
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To Book This Tour Please Send An E-mail To info@happygringo.com
Call Us Toll - Free:

USA &

Canada: 1-800-269-0216

UK: 0-800-051-7125

Inclusions / Exclusions

Inclusions:
3 meals per day (from lunch on day 1 to breakfast on final day).
All excursions as listed in itinerary
Native naturalist speaking guide - English / Spanish translator guide
Transport to/ from Coca and the lodge
Asistance at the airport: Quito and Coca
Drinkable water
Lodge acommodation

Exclusions:
Transport between Quito and Coca
National Park fee
Tips/ drinks from bar / other personal expenses
Single supplement (50%)
Personal jungle equipment such as rain coat, lantern and hiking shoes
(from size 44 upwards) rubber boots (size 44 upwards)
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